VERS LES SALLES
Departure: near the ancient Notre Dame chapel called « de la Blanche
».
* Take the direction of the Font d’Eilenc quarter behind the chapel.
Continue straight ahead for about 100 m.
* Turn left onto a paved road. Continue straight ahead, even when the
paved road changes into a path.
* Just before reaching the D19 road, turn right following the signs.
After about 5 min walk, you arrive at the D19. Before crossing, pay
much attention to the traffic coming from the left (lack of visibility on
your left).
* Continue straight ahead for about 50 m and then, turn right. Enjoy
the beautiful landscape that opens up to you while strolling along the
path.
* At the farm, turn left. After 500 m and just before reaching the D71
road (in direction of Les Salles sur Verdon), take the path going into
the forest.
* Leave the forest and walk along the D71 road towards the small
building topped by a parabola. Do not cross the field behind you.
* Then take the white concreted road and continue straight ahead.
* After about 5 min walk, you reach the intersection (Arrival) and in the
front of you, you will find a big hotel and, a little further, the village of
Les Salles that you can reach continuing straight ahead (Please, be
careful while crossing the D957! There is no crosswalk at the
intersection).
The return can be done by the same path.
The return is also possible via the shore of the lake, the Campsite of Chanteraine and
the G.R. 99 (the long French hike) – Go straight to the intersection, direction Les Salles
sur Verdon. Then follow the yellow/red marking of the GR de Pays "Tour du Lac de
Sainte-Croix" in the direction of Bauduen (on the left). After about 2 kms of walk and
the arrival to Verdon beach, take the way up to the D957. The ascent along the
campsite up to the Château de Chanteraine is rather sporty, so a good breath is
needed! Continue on the paved road (with the red/white G.R.99 marking) to the D19
road. Follow it uphill to the viewpoint at the village entrance. Take the path on the
right and continue straight ahead till you come to the ancient Notre Dame chapel, the
initial start point.
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WALKS AROUND AIGUINES

VERS LES SALLES
Hiking and MTB trail
On foot:
TO GO – 45 minutes - EASY
TO RETURN – about 1 hour – MEDIUM
3 km – 300 m of elevation
or A LOOP of 3 h, 9 km and 300 m of
elevation
Prohibition of:
* deviating from the marked trail;
* making open fire;
* leaving litter;
* camping;
Please do respect the flora, fauna, cattle and
crops along the trail

